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Abstract

Current external penile supports are not accepted by most women because they are rigid and can cause a strong foreign body sensation in the 
vagina. In order to improve women’s overall satisfaction, a flexible support called the “band external penile prosthesis” is proposed, which consists 
of only one piece of corrugated paper buried between two medical silicone tapes.
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Opinion
Since the beginning of the last century, many efforts have been 

made to design external penile support devices for the treatment of 
erectile dysfunction (ED) [1-3]. However, so far, no external support 
device has been widely used. Current penile support devices are 
mostly rigid and can cause a strong foreign body sensation (FBS) in 
the vagina. In order to improve the overall satisfaction of women,  

 
this article proposes a flexible support, called band external penile 
prosthesis (EPP), which consists of only a piece of corrugated paper 
buried between two medical silicone tapes [4], as shown in Figure 
1a. Actual tests show that when it is rolled into a tube, its supporting 
force exceeds 10 kilograms. 

Figure 1: The band EPP
a) Band EPP sample with a size of 120mmX58mm.
b) Wrapped on the penis.
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The use of band EPP is very convenient. Just remove the cover 
of the sticker area, wrap the EPP tightly on the penis shaft, and stick 
it firmly, as shown in Figure 1b. The only problem is that the pubic 
hair may be tangled or stuck. To avoid troubles caused by pubic 
hair, it is best to cut it short. The comfort of band EPP is better than 
that of rigid support. In fact, the band EPP in use is like a penis 
sleeve, which not only provides strong longitudinal support, but 
also provides a suitable size lumen, so it also provides strong tactile 
stimulation for the penis [5]. In addition, the strong longitudinal 
support will greatly reduce the patient’s sexual anxiety and enhance 
the patient’s self-confidence. Band EPP has good size adaptability.  
 
No need to customize. Several sizes can cover most patients. The 
author believes that band EPP may be the ultimate solution for EPP 
because it cannot be simpler or better.
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